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Abstract

In this note we inspect the kind of patterns produced by the quadratic iteration
used to generate the Mandelbrot set. A very simple relation involving the
Fibonacci numbers can be found between the relative positions of the disks
which form the Mandelbrot set and the number of attractors of the iteration.
Using this insight the concept of escape time can be generalized to points inside
and not just ouside the Mandelbrot set. The pictures obtained with this method
produce the illusion of perspective and resemble somewhat the elassical ray-
tracing images of crystal balls.

1. Introduction
~

The Mand~lbJ0f set is a never ending source of surprise and inspiration for computer
scientists(r~ weil known cardioid shape and its exuberant boundary have become a kind of
trademark for all those investigationsconceming chaos and nonlinear dynamics that are being
pursued around the world. There is hardly a computer science student who has not yet heard
9f the set or who has not seen a picture of it.
The standard view of the Mandelbrot set (we call it M in what foilows) depicts the points in

the complex plane which belong to M with a blackpixel. Other points of the plane are colored
according to the so called escape time of the complex quadratic iteration given by the
transformation rule z ~ z2 + c, where c is the complex number which represents the point

being investigated (the iteration is started with z=(O,O».As long as the succesive points of
this iteration remain in the region around the origin bounded by the cirele of radius 2, it is
said that the iteration does not escape to infinity. If the iteration skips on step k over the
borderline of the cirele, then it is guaranteed that the iteration diverges to infinity and k is
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called its escape time at point c. This point is colored according to a table associating
succesive natural numbers to different colors (up to an upper bound, of course).
The most interesting graphics of the Mandelbrot set which have been made show not the set

proper but its outer border. There are around M extremely chaotic regions whichilo1~d in
the appropriate way produce very nice pictures. Peitgen et al [1986, 1988] have shown just
how wonderful these pictures can be.
In most of these computer graphics there is a great contrast between the color richness of the

boundary of ~-tfd the sober black used to represent M itself. It is as if a big(rIiisterioü~')fT\yyf en. ~
region la~t~h~~ther side of the colorful boundary, an unknown and unknow~
As a matter of fact the internal structure of M can be visualized in a very simple way.
Nevertheless this is seldom done, because it is implicitly assumed that in Mitself only
uninteresting details can be found. Some programmers, for example, have tried to color the
points in M according to the distance to the origin of the last number ca1culated in the
complex iteration. Unfortunately this yields not very interesting graphics: the only difference

to the stan9ard view of ~ is that each bud or bubble of the set contains concentric rings
centered on each Gfte~t:liem [Beckeret al 1989].Other researchers have adopted alternative
methods to inspect the interior ofM which are slightlymore attractive (Entwistle 1989].
However the most natural way of visualizing the interior of M is simply to extend the criteria
used to graph the complement of the set. Points outside of M are colored according to their
escape times to infinity. Points inside M can be colored according to their escape times to
certain convergence points or attractors. This is a generalization of the first rule because we

can think of the points outside <tf..M~'}Spoints whose iteration converge to infini~~d we just
test in each iteration stepJf '5~"rS1(6cesionhas already entered a ball centerea: at infinity
(whose complement is a ball centered at the origin). Figure 1 was produced making use of
this idea. It shows the Mandelbrot set in its standard position, but now the interior of the set
is not simply black, it displays a structure given by the escape times of the points which form

it. Th~erio~p black zone has disappeared and we get a pattern which produces the
illusion of a three dimensional body protruding out of the two dimensional page.

2. What happens in the interior of tbe Mandelbrot set?

In order to understand better how the structured pattern of Figure 1 was obtained it is
if'l"1:rllf1ti~gto look at the succesionof complexpumbers obtained with the iteration z ~ z2+ c

.
h d

'
f'.C I 0 (tt'\ 1)/ r~t>""M/l-:- b th

. . fM ' b d d hWIt I lerent c s. ne gets1MtifpMS11lgconnection etween e posItion 0 s u san t e
Fibonacci numbers. This "embedding" of the Fibonacci numbers in the Mandelbrot set was
pointed out in another context by Peitgen and Douady [1986, p. 61].
Figure 2 shows the points obtained in the quadratic iteration when c is the complex number
(-0.11,0,6425). The first points of the iteration are the ones located in the tips of the spiral
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arms. The iteration skips from one spiral arm to the next, but always approaching a limit
point in the middle of the arms. Note the symmetry of the produced pattern. The point which
we used as our c for the iteration is one located within the main cardioid of M. If we make the

same experiment using other valuesof c taken from the interior of the cardioid we get similar
results: the succesion converges to a single point through several spiral arms. Figure 3 for
example looks very much like the tail of a peackcock and was produced using the value
c=(0.27,0.006).
A c in the interior of the cirele located to the left of the cardioid can be used to launch the

iteration and we get the result shown in Figure 4. This time there are two different
concentration points for the succesion. Each cluster of points shows the same kind of spiral
structure found before. Even more interesting is the way in which the succesion jumps from

~ one eluster to the other. In each step the succesion approaches one of the concentration points\ ~'{ and in the next step jumps in the neighborhood of the other. When the iteration is visualized
~puter screen then a point can be seen jumping between one cluster and the other.

After ~ ~nough number of iterations the succesion alternates exelusively between the two
concentration points. We can call this two points the two attractors of the cyele of period 2 of
the succesion. Douady calls succesions which fall into a cyele after a finite number of steps
preperiodic [1986, p. 164].
Similar experiments with other c's located in the interior of the second biggest bud of M (the
disk centered at (-1,0)) are enough to sugest that in this region the complex succesion has
two attractors (whereas in most of the cardioid the succesion has one attractor).
What about other buds of M? Further experimentation show that if a c from the next bud to
the left is taken, then the succesion has four attractors whose neighborhoods are visited one

after the other by the quadratic iteration. Itag~ a c in the next bud to the left is use~eight
attractors are found, etc. That is the number of attractors in the succesive buds of M to the left

exhibit the period doubling typical ofmany chaoticprocesses [Norton 1989].
The bud on top of the main cardioid can now be examined. Iterations which use a c in this
region posses three different attractors. We call this bud the 3-disk. The next bigger bud to
the left of this one and over the cardioid generates iterations with five attractors (this we call
the 5-disk). The biggest bud between the 3-disk and the 5-disk generates iterations with 8
attractors. As can be seen it is possible to find out how many attractors the iterations in each
bud generate just by adding the attractor number of the two nearest bigger buds at each side
of the one examined. In this way we get the Fibonacci numbers. Figure 5 shows in which
way the number of attractors is distributed in the Mandelbrot set.
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Figure5

The above discussion holds true for c's not too dose to the boundary of each budoIf a c
dose to the boundary of the main cardioid is used then we get more chaotic looking iterations

like the one shown in Figure 6. Here the spiral arms are not so evident as befo~and after (t.-rM x
20000 iterations the limit point has been approached, but as one can see, very slowly. Yet
more interesting is to look at the iteration pattern as one moves from the interior to the

exterior of the Mandelbrot set. Figure 7 shows just that. Here the first iteration pattern at the
top left shows the succesion approaching one attractor through spiral arms. A slightly
different c transforms the pattern into a more complicated structure (top right). The next
pattern (middle left) is astonishing: this time the iteration appears not to converge to a single
point, but rather seems to remain "stationary" over a very narrow twisted band. The next
three iteration patterns show how the iteration "explodes" on crossing the boundary ofM. In
the last pattern the iteration jumps to "infinity" (very far from the origin) after just a few
steps.

Many things can be leamed from these simple experiments. After a few tries it is possible to
generate iteration patterns with an spiral structure and the desired number of spiral arms. All
that has to be done is to select a point in the cardioid near to the bud which exhibits the

periodicity which is equal to the number of arms that we want in our spiral. That is why in .
FigureJ the numberof spiralarmsis three.Thec whichwas used is a point in the iardioid ~c.:.I~~l/
near J<\the 3-disk region. If a}(Spiralpattern with 5 arms is gteCf, all that is needed is a c in
the cardioid but near to the 5-disk. It is not difficult to see that in this way spiral patterns with
any number of arms can be generated (because there are an infinite number of buds between
any two buds on the cardioid).
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In summary: what we leam when we look at the iteration pattern produced by different c's is
that the complexity of M is not restricted to points outside of it and elose to its boundary. The
interior of M is also very interesting and deserves more that just the dark coloring used in the
standard view of the set.

3. Visualizing the interior of the Mandelbrot set.

Westart this section with a new picture of the Mandelbrot set obtained using the ideas
explained above. Figure 8 shows M in its "elassic" position but now black and white stripes
are present inside and outside of M.
Wehave already pointed out that all we need in order to visualize the interior of M is to

generalize the escape time concept for the complex iteration z ~ z2 + e. We can do it in this

way: For each pixel in the explored region the corresponding value of c is eomputed and a
certains number of iterations is performed (say 1000). Points outside of M escape far from
the origin ~t some step. Points inside M remain bounded by the eirele of radius 2 and
centered at the origin. It is not difficult to test if the iteration eonverges to a single point or if it
forms elusters around two, three or more attractors.We define the escape time of the iteration
as the number of steps in which the succesion of points skip inside a cirele centered around
one of the attractors and of radius E,where Eis assumed to be sufficiently srna11.If each pixel
is colored according to its escape time (in our exarnples odd escape times are black, even
escape tirnes are white) then very nice pictures of M are generated
Figure 9 and 10 show the 3-disk and the 5-disk respectively. The eolored escape regions of
M give now the illusion of spheres floating above a bigger sphere. Some colleagues who saw
these pictures were automatically rernindedof the elassical ray-tracing images of crystal balls.
It is possible to look now at the Mandelbrot set in a different way: try to visualize the smaller
buds of M as spheres floating farther away above another sphere and receding toward the

horizon. It is not dJfPcl!U.~~perceivethis illusion.
---Incldentä11y:may.Gti}qeY~lSanother connectionbetween the number of attractorsgeneratedby

.a_hucLandt~;mber oframili~ons)1t the top of each budoFigure 10 shows this elearly.
/ Five ramifications correspond to the 5-disk which lies below. Further inspection ofM reveals

that as far as the eye can see this rule remains unchanged. That means that the number of
bifurcations above the buds is ruled also by the Fibonacci sequence.
Figure 11 is also very impressive. The grey background provides a good contrast to the
whole anny of "spheres on fire" floating above the 2-disk of the Mandelbrot set.
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4. Conclusions
, 1 I

S ~ - 0 / ~a~furcf nIa.t.4~1br~s a ~ cb'm~a:t~d\Qe'sl~as
W ' y own.~~tefiBrj§)lk6jzery-€ompliGatci~al~~~rs:~? Z /

~ tJ ~'s 0 . etions i ean answered tha~although M!~m~Jist how e~~ ~d
~~'~. fo . 0 m ~~us~~~~~

Y dH{s t y e ay;t~me'~ ~~ms about~~ strUCtu~fhe

ex ments that we deseribed in this note are just ~~ the many kinds of empirieal
explorations whieh ean be made in order to elucidate the internal~strueture ofM. At the very
least these explorations produee new views of M whieh are very intriguing, unexpeetedly
"three dimensional" and surely more interesting than a sea of blaekness.
Another possible applieation of the ideas developed in this note eould be to simplify the
ealeulation of M. lnstead of iterating 1000 times for eaeh point in M and waiting to see if the
iteration does not skip to infinity, it would be mueh more eeonomieal to inspeet the sueeesive
points in eaeh iteration step. If one or more attraetors have been reaehed, then it does not pay
to eontinue iterating beeause we know that in sueeesive steps the iteration will be just
jumping from one attraetor to the other. A large pereentage of the pixels in the interior of the
main eardioid of M eonverge to a single point just after 10 or 20 iterations. In this ease it is
safe to stop iterating and go to the next point. This idea should give a signifieant speed-up
when in a pieture big "blaek" regions of M have to be ealeulated.
But re is something more about M whieh fills one with wonder. areful examination of
the itera' n patterns p ueed with different values fe lets 0 understand how, by varying
the single ameter e in iteration, it is possibl~ 0 oduee all kinds of spiral forms.
These spiral pa rns resemble nes found in flu' y 'es and in the heavens (there are
spiral galaxies wit two, three or mo arms). F the form these spiral patterns there is no
universallyaeeepted eory. Galaetie pa are sometimes ex . ed by shock waves in the

/' galaetie material, some es by other ean The iteration patterns fM show that just one
" (\ parameter ean yield many . ere orms. If we oneeptualize the mov ent inside a galaxyr\ as an "iteration", whereby th te in the next ste is determined by the system state in the

I

previous one, eould it be ssible think of the spiral rm of the galaxy just as the attraetor
for the especial itera' being perlo ed? The eomplexi fthe patterns produeed by the N-
body problem r resented by the g y eould then be ueed to a simpler problem
involving attr ctors of eomplex non-line iterations. The las ietures in this note try to
suggest to e reader the new possibilities 0 red by this approae to a very old problem.
One of e more intriguing things that I found my experiments wi the iteration pattern
was tMt the attraetor always lies c10seto the eente of mass of the iterated points (even at an

./'t~\(, \'1 rc 1)f ,:;('t.n'/,F"v.) -: .'/JO '; ':....
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early stage). Could itbe that the Mandelbrot setcontains the answer to some of these

questions?
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Figure 13: Some spiral and elliptic galaxies
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